EIC4/EIC5- Effective Teaching Practices: Objective Assessment

The EIC4/EIC5 objective assessment is a comprehensive assessment for the Effective Teaching Practices domain covering the following:

- Instructional Planning and Strategies
- Instructional Presentation and Follow-Up

Follow the instructions in this document for accessing and completing this assessment once you have completed all performance tasks in this domain.

Performance Assessments

The EIC4/EIC5 objective assessment is a comprehensive objective exam. You should wait to take the objective assessment until after you have completed the tasks that make up the performance assessment for this course of study. If you have not yet completed all of these assessments, please follow the links below to access the courses of study and complete these performance assessments.

The EIC4/EIC5 objective assessment encompasses these courses of study:

- EIA4/5 - Effective Teaching Practices: Instructional Planning and Strategies
- ETA4/5 - Effective Teaching Practices: Instructional Presentation and Follow-Up

You should be sure to take effective notes and complete the learning activities throughout each of the three courses of study so that you will have a body of information that you can use to study to prepare for the EIC4/EIC5 objective exam.

Review for the EIC4/EIC5 Objective Assessment

Review for the objective assessment by completing any of the following:

ADA Requirements: Please review the University ADA policy.

Feedback: To provide feedback on this or any other course of study, please use the Course of Study Feedback form.

https://web5.wgu.edu/aap/content/EIC4_EIC5_landing_page_11192010.html[5/21/2012 2:26:54 PM]
exam, available through your AAP. The results will provide a percentage for each of the topics in this course of study.

- Then, review your notes for the topics you did not score well on. Your textbook will have additional online resources to help you check your understanding.
- Another way to check your understanding is to start with blank paper and write down your understanding of the topic. It may also help to imagine that you are teaching this topic to a student.
- You can also post your understanding in the learning community for review.

Once you have confidence with your new knowledge, take the pre-assessment again.

**Take the Objective Assessment**

Take the EIC4/EIC5 objective assessment at the time and location you have scheduled.

Follow these directions for accessing your objective assessment.